The ground-state atomic and electronic distributions in Na Cs"clusters with composition m =n and m =2n have been calculated by minimizing the total cluster energy using the density-functional formalism. The approximation is made by replacing the total external potential of the ions by its spherical average around the cluster center during the iterative process of solving the Kohn-Sham equations for each geometry tested. In the size range studied here (up to 90 atoms per cluster), the cluster is composed of well-separated homoatomic Na and Cs shells, the external one always being a Cs shell. We have also found that the cohesive energy goes rapidly to the bulk limit. An analysis of the geometries shows strong cluster reconstruction with increasing size. By comparing the geometry of pure Na"with that of the Na"core in Na"Cs" for clusters formed by only an inner Na layer and an outer Cs layer, we have observed that the Na"core adopts a geometry different in most cases from that of the free Na"cluster, and such that the number of faces of the polyhedron formed by the Na"core is as close as possible to the number of external Cs atoms, in order to accomodate these Cs atoms on top of the faces of the polyhedron.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clusters with an atomic content below, say, 100 atoms, have a substantial part of them on the surface. Their atomic arrangements are usually different from their bulk counterparts due to the surface effect. When the cluster size decreases, the geometry depends more sensitively on the detailed electronic structure and bonding. In pure bulk metals we know that only a few types of crystalline structures occur; in contrast, clusters with few atoms reconstruct their geometries with increasing size in a way not yet known.
The delocalized character of the electrons in alkalimetal clusters and heteroclusters has been inferred from experiments. ' A model of electrons in a spherical or an ellipsoidal potential well due to a positive jellium background accounts for many experimental results. ' Properties depending on the discrete nature of the ions are evidently outside the scope of the jellium model. In a study of the liquid-vapor interface of the Na metal and Na-Cs alloys, Rice and co-workers have performed Monte Carlo simulations for very large aggregates in the size range between 100 and 1000 atoms. These authors have shown that a pronounced stratification of the atomic distribution develops near the surface, with a layer spacing of about one atomic diameter. Furthermore, segregation of Cs to the surface was found in the simulations for the Na-Cs alloy.
In small alkali-metal heteroclusters, with most atoms at or very near to the surface, it is expected that stratification and segregation effects will dominate the entire cluster structure. Some preliminary results presented by the authors have shown that the cluster Na&pCS&p is formed by an inner Na shell surrounded by a Cs shell.
Using the Car-Parrinello method, Ballone et al. ' have found segregation of potassium to the surface of a Na&OK&o cluster.
Relevant questions in this area are the following: How does the segregation effect depend on cluster size? Evidently, segregation is a surface effect. But what happens when one looks at the whole cluster? Is there random mixing of Na and Cs? Or, rather, do ordering or full phase separation occur? Bulk Na-Cs alloys are miscible in the liquid state. " In the solid state a single intermetallic compound, of composition Na2Cs, forms at low temperature, but solid solutions do not exist. This indicates the importance of the temperature for mixing. In summary, it should be interesting to know if the miscibility properties change in microalloys with fewer than 100 atoms. In this work we study the atomic arrangements of Na Cs"heteroclusters with m = n and 2n, and with a total number of atoms up to X = n +m =90, paying The distribution of Cs atoms in Na"Cs" is given in Fig.  3 . The majority of Cs atoms is in the surface shell. First, the number of atoms in the surface shell increases steeply with n, but later this number grows at a lower rate due to the formation of the inner Cs shell.
Previous calculations ' ' for homoatomic Na"and Cs" Na atoms. The electron density is also plotted in units of the average bulk electron density p,", de6ned p, "=1/Q,"with 0"= [m Q(Na)+ n Q(Cs)]/N, where Q(Na) and Q(Cs) are volumes per atom in the pure bulk metals. (a) Na4Cs4, Na, aCs, a, Na~&Cs, 7, Na20Cszo, Na»Cs», and Na4"Cs45. (b) Na6Cs3, NaI4Cs7, Na26Cs», and Na60Cs3o.
clusters using the SAPS method have also produced a structure formed by atomic layers. In the case of sodium clusters, there is one single layer for n (7, one layer plus a central atom for 7~n~19 (except for Nas), ' and two layers for 20~n~50. The situation for Cs" is very similar' to the small difference that Cs8 is not an exception and that the configuration of two layers starts at n=19. Cs. Actually, we estimate that the error from using experimental pure-metal cohesive energies instead of calculated ones is not larger than the error from neglecting hH in Eq. (3).
In Fig. 6 we give the energy balance of the reaction Na2, +Cs"~Na, "Cs".
cohesive energy (per atom) of this compound is given by E". , "(Na2Cs alloy ) = -, ' [2E""(Na)+E""(Cs)]+b H, of Na"Cs"and Na2"Cs" vs cluster size X (%=2n or 3n, respectively). Note that only even values of X occur in Na"Cs"and only multiples of 3 in Na2"Cs".
This reaction is exothermic; that is, the mixed cluster is stable with respect to the pure fragments, but the magnitude of the heat of the reaction, if measured per atom, de- creases rapidly with increasing size. In the case n~t his energy balance becomes the energy of formation hH of the bulk NazCs compound starting from the pure metals, but at small n the formation of the Naz"Cs"clusters does not proceed, evidently, through reaction (5). The heat of the reaction Na"+Cs"~Na"Cs" is also included in Fig. 6 . The evolution of the Kohn-Sham one-electron eigenval- Na2"Cs"and Na"+ Cs"~Na"Cs"vs X (% = 3n or 2n, respectively).
ues' for the ground state of Na"Cs" is given in Fig. 7 Figure 8 shows, for each n, the geometry of pure Na"(left-hand part), that of the Na core (denoted Na"*) in the Na"Cs"heterocluster (middle column), and the whole Na"Cs"geometry (right-hand column). Interatomic distances are also given for Na"and Na"* in Fig. 8 Fig.  8 . From the analysis of the cluster topologies, we conclude that the geometry of the Na"' core in Na"Cs" is different from that of free Na", and that the mechanism of reconstruction is the formation of a polyhedron with a number of faces consistent with the number of external Cs atoms. Then these Cs atoms can sit on top of those faces. This result indeed suggests that specially stable clusters will be obtained by starting with the equilibrium polyhedron for Na"and capping each face with a Cs atom. Note, however, that the geometrical stabilization effects are expected to be very small in pure and mixed alkali-metal clusters and will be unobservable in the usual mass spectra. By looking again at Fig. 4 , we note that the stability peaks of Na"Cs"clusters (%=8, 20, 34, 40, and 
